
Discover St. Rita goes exactly as planned by Oscar Martinez 

On December 2nd, 2014, St. Rita had their annual Discover St. Rita Open House, and boy was it a  

success. Despite a runaway mustang horse nearly destroying the art exhibit and the band room,  

everyone who attended was said to have been having the time of their life. And that wasn't a typo;  

our editor is too good for those.  

The newly proposed Equestrian Club was recently started up, and what better way is there to recruit  

prospective members and future St. Rita students than an actual mustang petting zoo? 

Nothing, that's what.  

Inevitably, one of these horses was caressed in the wrong area by what was reported to be a freshman (no surprises there). 

Subsequently, the irked horse stampeded up and down the hallways until faculty and spectators realized it wasn't part of any club's 

plan. Shortly after noticing his fellow classmates were in danger, dedicated weight-lifter and sophomore Lance Nwokeji 

immediately (and humanely) tackled the frantic beast to save the day. Seriously, you should've been there. 

But what of the Equestrian Club? They were last seen at the site of the petting zoo shortly after their horse had gone crazy. 

Investigators have only found one clue tied to their disappearance: a note with the words "C U Nevr - Horsey Club" scribbled in 

pencil. Speculations of the club's whereabouts say they fled the country to avoid being pressed with charges of horsestealing and 

property damages. Even though no one was directly hurt (except Nwokeji who is currently looking for the rest of his shirt since it 

was ripped due to intense muscular flexing while taking down the horse), reporters are baffled by where the suspects could have 

acquired horses from. In other local news, a nearby Mount Greenwood high school remains puzzled on how half their horses have 

suddenly gone missing. 

The St. Rita Open House could not have been complete without a Homework Simulator around to prepare prospective students with 

what's coming to them. Mr. Baffoe's "Write 3 Essays in Thirty Minutes or Fail and Drop Out of High School" seemed to be the 

most popular amongst the kids. If you were really looking for a challenge, then you would have given the Coloring Book and Arts 

'n Crafts station a shot. Even some of the most grizzled seniors found difficulty in that feat. "It truly separates the boys from the 

men," remarked Lawrence Walls, junior. 

All in all, Discover St. Rita was a success no matter how you look at it. Every single club and sport was there; even the Outdoors 

Club was convinced to stay inside. Shortly after, however, they were seen climbing up the school, unsatisfied with being trapped 

within concrete walls. If you're still wondering where The Natir was, look no more because we're always watching, even if from the 

Dining Hall appetizer station, whether you want us to or not. 
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       THE NATIR 
Currunt ad gemmas 

 
Our goal at The Natir is to bring you the news in a fresh, yet slightly mentally 

challenged fashion.  Our team of writers have worked dilligently to make sure 

that you, our fellow Ritamen, not only read the news, but feel it, taste it, and 

oftentimes, smell it.  While you can get your news elsewhere, this is the only 

source guaranteed to give you papercuts that will bleed Mustang Red. 
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Merry Christmas from all of us at The 

Natir. If you’re still shopping, we’re an XL 

and really like peanut butter. 

 
The escaped mustang preparing 

to engage Nwokeji. 
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God answers prayers of student who forgot 

Visual Basic class project, floods computer lab 
by Robert Paulsen

To combat what the 

administration has deemed a 

plague of student profanity 

around campus, the St. Rita 

faculty has been encouraged 

to issue stiffer penalties to 

students who curse or use 

unacceptable language. 

But did anyone expect 

censoring certain vocabulary 

words from the subjects 

studied? 

Each department came up 

with a list of possibly 

suggestive vocabulary that 

will be removed from the 

curriculum just to be on the 

safe side.  

Teachers have been asked to 

use their best judgment on 

what should and should not 

be used, but there is now a 

mandatory list of words and 

phrases long used in high school 

subjects that will not  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 
Poor, poor Uranus... 

 

Social Studies—Djibouti, 

Titicaca, Cockaleechie, 

buttress 

 Music—pianist 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

This month’s DYK? 

Did you know... according to a weird 

constituional rule, the 38
th

 person in 

line for the Presidency of the United 

States is Mr. Pazin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Interesting Findings Underneath Old 

Stadium Turf 
by Jack Wojcicki 
Several unique items were found hidden away beneath the old 

artificial turf in Doyle Stadium, with some being rather unsettling. 

This past July, work began to replace the turf that had been in Doyle 

Stadium since 2003. When the old turf had been pulled up, some of 

the things that were beneath made the construction workers take a 

step back and say “What the Kuska?” 

As work began to install the new, super-cool-awesome-just-a-bit-

obnoxious turf, the first thing that had to happen was the old turf had 

to be removed. Everything was on track and going according to 

schedule until the workers began to rip out the old turf. And what 

they found was usually puzzling, sometimes funny, and occasionally 

creepy. They found a time capsule, buried by Quigley students 

(which I guess no one really knew or cared about), which was empty 

when they opened it---ha ha, oh those darned Quigley pranksters.  

The workers also dug up a wooden sign reading “CUBS 2003 

WORLD CHAMPIONS”; well, it was close. Other items discovered 

include Mr. Leiser’s freshman ID, Mr. Blaszak’s Mustang of the 

Month award (wait, he won one of those?), the Claremont Cup---no 

one knows how or when that got there---and a Mount Carmel school 

polo, ripped nearly to shreds.  

 

Near the southeast corner of the field, a steel door was discovered, 

leading to some sort of underground laboratory. It is believed to be 

Mrs. Krystof’s meth factory from the late 90s, which was abandoned 

when the old turf was installed. Mrs. Krystof denies having anything 

to do with the laboratory. 

 

Possibly the most unsettling discovery, however, and yes more 

unsettling than the Krystof meth factory, is what was found at 

midfield—remnants and artifacts of an ancient Native American 

burial ground. This could spell trouble for the school; you do not 

want to mess with the great spirits. Artifacts that were found include 

moccasins, buffalo bones, and a tablet of carvings, which was 

translated into, “Final Resting Place of Chief Redhawk,” which is 

funny considering all the times our football team has buried Marist. 

The thing the administration is most worried about is Chief 

Redhawk wanting revenge. With this being said, the Student 

Government will be having a burnt-offerings dress-down day with 

the proceeds going to the great spirits and/or a scholarship program 

for Native American students, in hopes of making amends.  

 

There are some people within the St. Rita community now saying 

that the entire Doyle Stadium, with its elevated playing surface, was 

built on an ancient burial mound, possibly as old as 5,000 years, just 

like Cahokia in southern Illinois. Well, that’s just great. To get to the 

bottom of this, Fr. Tom and Mr. Mrozek have hired the famous 

archaeologist Indiana Jones to beat the Nazis and figure out what is 

even further beneath our football field. For now, let’s pray that the 

great spirits like mustangs. 

                                                     

 

 
The bow-tied newest faculty 

member should fit right in  

at St. Rita. 
 

EDITORIAL FROM A TOTALLY NOT CRAZY PERSON 

Here’s comes the cold... forever?  

by Patrick Fisler 

 

Are the polar ice caps really melting? Because it feels like it is getting colder and colder, and 

I highly doubt it is due to global warming. It’s as if someone put the globe into a refrigerator 

and kept it there for a couple weeks. They come back and it has a bit of frost on it. 

All of our precious greenhouse gases become a low hanging mist that devours entire 

buildings. All this cold cannot be doing good things to our earth, and it’s getting me worried. 

I don’t think the human race should fear global warming anymore, as it isn’t even as relevant 

as it was five or ten years ago. We should be fearing the new Ice Age. 

I’m not talking about a new Ice Age movie, although that is a valid reason to be getting 

scared. The world is going to freeze over completely, and there is nothing we can do to stop 

it. Slowly, but surely, the earth is taking on that frozen morning dew phase, like when you 

step outside early in the morning on a chilly day and you think, “Huh, did it snow?” but you 

realize that it’s just the frozen dew and you get all disappointed. Then it turns to the next 

phase: the largest bodies of water freeze over and become the world’s largest ice rink. Soon, 

the whole world will just be a really, really big snowball. 

So, you may be asking yourself something like, “Why is the world going to freeze and stuff?” 

Or not. Probably not. I’ll tell you even if you didn’t ask, so you’d better be thankful. It turns 

out that the world is moving out of orbit away from the sun. You will be getting some 

symptoms of pneumonia, schizophrenia, or amnesia. Also you might have dreams about the 

world getting too hot from it getting too close to the sun. You know, the complete opposite of 

the truth. Wait, hold on, I think I just explained the plot of a Twilight Zone episode on 

accident. 

Oh well, it might as well be the truth. 

In fact, rather recently, the weather has gotten dangerously close to reaching the coldest it has 

ever been in Chicago. Last winter, the temperature reached a ridiculous 16° below zero on 

January 6. If that isn’t irrefutable evidence, then I don’t know how else to convince you, so 

I’m just going to shove more “cold, hard evidence” in your face. Get it? Like, cops say it in 

shows. And I’m talking about the cold. Never mind.  

It isn’t even just in Chicago, as places all over the world are complaining about sharp 

temperature declines since 2008. Countries all over the globe have received some of the 

coldest winters shown in decades. I mean, just look it up. It ain’t that hard. 

By now, your jaw should be somewhere around the ground and you are definitely panicking. 

Fear not, however, as I have a foolproof plan for how to survive this crisis that has recently 

reared its ugly head in our society. The first thing you’re going to want to do is obtain a 

winter coat. It doesn’t matter how you get it as long as it keeps yours and others’ warmth in. 

Now, all you need to do is to not move to Antarctica. I know how tempting it is, with Santa 

being up there and such, but no matter how much you want it, you can’t have it. You will get 

frozen like Walt Disney up there. 

Now you have all that knowledge crammed into your brain pores. That should keep you from 

getting too startled when the snowstorms start. Because after the snowstorms start, there is no 

going back. The weather will just get worse and worse and we won’t have a sun anymore and 

it will be cold. So brace yourself for even more winter, and even more cold. Most likely. 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

   

 

Hockey team closes in  

on perfect hair level p. 8 

 

 

With the oncoming deadline for R.O.S.E hours (or Reason Of  

Student Exasperation hours), students are becoming extremely  

desperate for service opportunities, but Ritaman set a new  

precedent last week.  A sophomore, who asked not to be named,  

decided to donate his legs to frequently injured all-star Derrick  

Rose.  

“R.O.S.E. hours have been really stressful,” the student, recently  

cut from the basketball team, said. “Knocking out four is a  

difficulty itself. Also I want a ring when the Bulls win a  

championship this year.”  

The surgery itself took 26 hours, with doctors being extremely  

cautious not wanting to hurt Derrick Rose in the process. After  

the surgery, the student asked for all his hours to be filled;  

however, the student did not fill out a service site approval, so he  

was about to receive zero. Father Danber, being the kindest and  

most superior member of the Campus Ministry Squad ever since  

Mr. Von Rueden left, decided to give the student four hours of  

service for his donation.  The student is still required to finish the  

rest of his hours despite having no legs. 

Rose, after recently spraining his ankles by getting crossed up by Intramural Champion Sean Macander at St. John Fisher 

charity tutoring event, had legs that needed to be removed. Apparently, he had been swimming before a game, which is 

very dangerous for his muscles and ligaments, which are made of toilet paper. The pair of legs donated to him possibly 

saved his career and now will allow him to make his third (maybe fourth? It’s tough to keep track) return in two years. 

The return is expected to be successful and last for around two, maybe three weeks, before the next surgery is required. 

The student has had a hard time adjusting, reportedly. He has lost the ability to text in class, having no lap. He also 

always gets cut in line at lunch and is not able to pay, so the big scary guy from Country House does not let him get any 

food. He says the worst loss is being dunked on by anyone who touches a locker. The ratio of his locker dunking to being 

dunked on is 1/378, his one dunk being over Mr. Gilbert who sometimes sits down in the hall in between second and third 

periods.  

The school has faced some criticism for the strict rules about R.O.S.E. hours. The response for this was a slight increase 

in extra credit. If completed by the deadline, students now receive a four percent increase instead of a three in the 

student’s theology class. Students were elated to receive a four percent bonus in one of the easiest classes they take all 

year. Seniors who survived three years of R.O.S.E. hours almost had a rebellion for the one percent increase. 

In the end, the student is happy he donated his legs, and Rose is happy for his new legs. The R.O.S.E. hours helped the 

student show some true caritas, and most importantly Rose rose because of R.O.S.E. 
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Student Donates Legs to Derrick Rose, Receives 4 R.O.S.E. Hours 

By Sean Macander  
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Bears pull off trade of the century by Stephen Viz 

 
In a shocking turn off events this morning that went down at Halas Hall and the New York Jets facility in the New Jersey, the Chicago Bears have cut                        

                                                           some chords and pulled off what they believe is the trade of the century. This Friday morning of December 5th is a            

                                                           day that will go down in NFL history. 
 

                                                          In a report by ESPN's Adam Schefter, the Chicago Bears have managed to trade everything that wasn't going for     

                                                          them and receive everything that could go for them. The Bears management fed up with the team and another Jay  

                                                          Cutler poor performance in the Bear's loss on national television to the Cowboys. The Bears called the New York Jets  

                                                          management and decided to pull a trade that would swing the course of NFL history and set the tone for all trades in  

                                                          sports. Even though it is two months past the NFL's final trade deadline, these two teams would get together and just  

                                                          completely blow off the ever weak commissioner Roger Goodell.  

 

                                                          Reportedly the Bears re-signed the infamous Santonio Holmes to a 30-minute contract (which normally only exists in   

                                                          the CFL, but Phil Emery wanted to please his head coach), and immediately placed Holmes into a trade package to 

the Jets. Then they added lackluster, hated starting QB Jay Cutler into the package and shipped them away to the worst team in the NFL. The Bears then 

received no players. Instead in this package, the Bears received 53 retro Dinosaur Silly Bandz, a Blu-Ray copy of the Blind Side, and Rex Ryan. The 

Bears, very happy with the trade, explained their motives for receiving these profound objects. The Silly Bandz, were for all 53 players on the Bears 

active to make them feel like it is 2008 again so that Jay Cutler was never here.  

The copy of the Blind Side was traded for because no video store or library in the entire city of Chicago had this flick, and the Bears needed some 

motivation. And finally Rex Ryan was traded because the Bears wanted someone who could act as Marc Trestman's voice, fight and antagonize fans, and 

fly into every daily episode if TMZ alongside Larry Sanders. Is this truly the trade of the century? Only time will tell. 

 

 
Cutler after being informed  

of the trade 

 
Rose testing his new  

R.O.S.E.-inspired legs. 

 

 

 

 


